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A STUDY ON TOPOLOGICAL MULTI-SEMIGROUPS 

By Y ounki Chae 

The Study of discrete set-valued multiplications on a set is originated and devc 

loped by O. Ore. On the other hand. the topological observations of set-valued 

functions have been investigated extensively over the past forty years. The 

author developed a basic theory of set-valued topological algebra [1] combining 

the above two algebraic and topological concepts together. 

This paper is devoted to the investigation of multi-semigroup multiplications on 

an interval. It is shown that a multi-semi1attice on an interval in which an end 
point is a zero has the exact structure of a topological semilattice. Also some 

other properties of multi-semigroups are studied in terms of usual standard threads. 

The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor Alexander D 

Wallace for his continued guidance and suggestions. 

1. Introduction 

X 
Let X be a space and let 2"'" be the set of all non-void closed subsets of X. 

With each subset A of X we associate the following subsets of 2X
: 

L(A) = {Bε2X IBCA}. M(A) = {Bε2XIBnA~口} • 

Throughout this paper. all spaces in consideration are assumed to be Hausdorff 

and 2X is assumed to have the Vietoris topology having the family 
{L(U)IU=UOCX} U {M(V)IV=VoζX} 

as a subbase of it [2]. 

DEFINITlON 1. 1. A mμltz"-semz"group is a nonvoid Hausdorff space S together 

with a continuous function 

SxS-• 25 

(whose value at (x. y) will be denoted by xy) satisfying 

(xy)z = x(yz) 

for all x, y. z in S. Here. AB is defineJ to denote the union U (ab I aεA. bEB) 

for A.BcS. 

The proof of the following lemma may be found in [1]. 
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LEMMA 1. 2. Let A and B be cornþact subsets 01 the rnμl#-seηzz'grouþ S. Jf AB 

is contained in an oþen sκbset W 01 S, then there exist oþen SUbspf。 η α7gd V qf 

5 such that 

ACU, BCV, and UVcW. 

By using the above Iemma, one may obtain 

LEMMA 1. 3. Let S be a rnulti-sernigrouþ. 11 A z's comþact and il B is oþen in 

5, then the set 

{xεSIAxCB} 

is oþen in S. 

The following theorem, for a semigroup, is due to A. D. Wallace and J. M. Day 

and appears in [7J. By the aid of lemma 1.3, the same theorem holds for a 

multi-semigroup. 

THEOREM 1. 4. Suþþose S z's a continuum multz'-semigrouþ. 11 H z's α subset 01 

S wüh nonenψty boχndary F(H) and il H* coχtains a þoint t sμch that StζH*， 

then SbCH* lor some b in F(H). 

DEFINITION 1. 5. Let S be a multi-semigroup. 

(1) An element s of S is caIled a lelt scalar if and only if sx is a singleton 

for each x in S. 

(2) An element μ of S is called a 1강ï unz"t(lelt scalar μnz"t) if and only 

xEux (x= μx) for each x in S. 

(3) An element e of S is caIled an idemþotent(multi-idemþotent) if and only if 

e2 =e (eεe2). 
(4) An element 1 of S is called a lelt scalar ideηzþoteχt if and only if 1 is a 

Ieft scalar and an idempotent. 

In ench definition above, right and two-sided elements are defin어 analogously. 

CONVENTIONS Throughout, 1 = [ι b) will denote the real closed intervaI from 

a to b and a semigroup will always mean a topological semigroup( [6) , [7)). 

DEFINTION 1. 6. A subset A of a multi-semigroup S is called a 1강ï(right， two

sided) ideal of S if and only if 

SACA (ASCA , SAUA5CA). 

As an immediate application to theorem 1. 4, we have 

COROLLARY 1.7. Suþþose 1 is a mμlti-seηzz'grouþ z'n which a is ι zero. Then 

(1) [a, xJ is an ideal 01 1 lor each x ln 1. 
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(2) If 1 has a unzï, then Ix= [a , xJ =xI for each x in 1. 

(3) If e is a multi-ideηzþotent of 1, then 

Ie= [α， eJ =eI. 

LEMMA 1.8. If f , g: 2L • 1 are fiμnc!t"ons dejz"ned by 

f(A)=inf A , g(A)=sup A 

then f and g are con!z"nιous. 

3 

PROOF. Let Aε21 and Iet U = (c, d), the open intervaI from c to d such that 

f(A)=xεU. LetV=(c, bJ. ThenAEL(V)nM(U). If BεL(V) nM(U)， then BC 

V and BnU;;::口. Therefore c <f(B) <d, i. e. , f(B)εU. Hence f is continuous. 

SimiIarly, g is continuous. 

2. Standard multi-semigroups 

DEFINITION 2. 1. A multi-semigroup on 1 w iII be caIIed a standard mμw

seηzz"grouþ if and only if a is a zero and b is a scalar unit. For the definition of 

a standard thread in the theory of semigroups, see [4J and [5J. 

LEMMA 2.2. Sμpþose 1 is a ηzul!t"-se.ηzigrouþ in whz'ch a z's a zero. If e z's an 

ideηzþotent of 1, then [a, eJ z's a standard mul!t"-semigrouþ. 1κ þar!t"cχlar， 1 z-s a 

standard multz"-seηzz"grouþ 하 b z's an z"demþotent. 

PROOF For each x in [a, el, define x' = inf (ex). 1n view of (1) in CoroIIary 

1. 7, (xγ드f드x for each x in [a, eJ. Note that x'εex for cach x in [a, eJ since 

ex is cIosed. Now since ex= e(ex) = U {ey /yEex }, eyζex for each y드ex. It foIIows 

that ex' Cex, and 

(xγ=inf (ex') 는 inf (ex)=x' 늘 (x’)’, 

i. e. , (x')'=x'. Define a function f: [a, eJ 

nuous by Lemma 1. 8. Morover, 
’ [a, eJ. via f(x)=x'. Then f is conti-

f2(x) =f(f(x)) =f(x? = (x? = x’ =f(x) , 

i.e. , f2=f andf is a retraction. Sincef(a)=a’ =a and f(e)=e'=e, f is a surjec

tion. Hence f(x)=x, i. e. , ex=x for each x in [a, eJ. SimiIa rIy, xe=x for each 

x in [a, eJ so that e is a scalar unit for [a, eJ. By (1) in CoroIIary 1. 7, [a, eJ is 

a standard muIti-semigroup. 

CONVENTION For a multi-semigroup on 1, the foIIowingnotation wiII be adop
ted throughout the remainder of this paper. For cach x and each y in 1, denote 

X시I=inf (xy) , xVy=sup (xy). 

LEMMA 2.3. Let 1 be a standard multi-seηzig70μP and let x, y , μ， νε1 wzïh x드y 
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and μ드v. ThelZ 

xVu 드yVv. 

PROOF. Since x드y， xε [a, yJ =Iy. Then 

xuC(ly)u=I(yμ)=U {It ltEyu}=U [a, tJltεyα} = [a. yVul. 

It follows that xVμ드yVμ. In a similar way, yVu드yVv may be established. 

Therefore xVχ드yVu드yVv. 

THEOREM. 2.4. 11 1 Z"S a standard mιltz"-semz"grouþ， then(l, V) Z"S a standard 

thread. 

PROOF. Let x, y, zε1. Since xVyεxy， (xVy)zC(xy)z=xyz, i.e. , 

(xVy)Vz드 sup (xyz)=sup (U {tzltεxy})=sup {tVzltεxy}. 

Since t드xVy for every tExy, by Lemma 2.3, tVz드(xVy)Vz for all t in xy. It 

follows that 

(xVy)Vz드 sup (xyz)=sup {tVzltεxy} 드 (xVy)Vz, 
and (xVy) \ /z=sup (xyz). SimiIarly, xV(yVz)=sup (xyz) , 

(xVy)Vz=sup (xyz)=xV(yVz). 

1. e. , 

LEMMA 2.5. Let 1 be a standard multz"-seηzigrouþ sμch that X^Z =F-Y^Z 10γ al! 

x， y， zε1 wzïh x <y and z =F- a. Then x드y z"mþlies x^z드y^z 101’ all zε1. 

PROOF. Let μ <v in 1 and let 

A= {zE(a, bJ Iμ^z<ν^z}. 

Then A =F- 0 since bεA. If z。εA， then μ^Zo <V^zo. Pick a point t so that 

U^Zo<t<v/\ zo. By the continuity of the operation ^, there is an open set W 

about Zo such that {u^씨 wεW}C [a, t) and {v^w I wEW}C(t, bJ, i. e. , WCA. 

Therefore A is an open subset of (a, bJ. By hypothe8is, (a, bJ -A= {zε(a， bJ I te^ 

z> v^z}. In a similar way, it can be also shown that (a, bJ -A is open. Then 

A is a proper clopen subset of (a, bJ if (a, bJ -A is nonvoid. Therefore A=Cι bJ. 

THEOREM 2. 6. Szφpose 1 Z"S a standard multz"-seηzz"grouþ sχch that X^Z =F-Y/\Z 

lor all x, y zε1 with x <y and z =F-a. Then (l, ^)z"s a standard thread. 

PROOF. Let x, y, zε1. Since X^yεxy， (X^y)zC(xy)z =xyz. Hence 

(X^y)^Z 는 inf (xyz) = inf (U {tz I tεxy})=inf {t^zltEXy}. 

Since t르X^y for every tεxy， by Lemma 2.5, t^Z는(X^y)/\z for all t in xy. It 
follows that 

(X^y)^Z 르 inf (xyz)=inf {t^zltεxy} 는 (X^y)^Z, 

i.e. , (x/,,y)/\z=inf (xyz). Similarly, X^(y/\z)=inf (xyz). 
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THEOREM 2.7. Sμ:ppose (1, *) and (1, *') are standard threads such that x용y 

드썼'y for each x， yε1. Then 1 is a standard mulU-semz'group under the multiplti

p!ication(denoted by juxtaposzïz'on) 

xy= [x*y, x육'y]. 

PROOF Clearly the multiplication is continuous. To show the associative law, 

let x,y, z be in 1. Then t 1*z드t2*z and t 1*' z드t2*’z w henever t 1드t2• If tεxy then 

x*y드t드셨'y so that (x*y)*z드t*z and t*'z드(xνy )*' z. Since tz is connected for 

all t in xy, (xy)z is connected [2]. It follows that 

(xy)z= [(x*y)*z, (x*'y)*'z] = [x*(y*z) , x*'(y*’z)] =x(yz), 

i. e. , (xy)z=x(yz). Clearly, ax=a=xa and bx=x=xb. 

3. Multi -semilattiees 

DEFINITION 3. 1. A multi-semigroup S is said to be a multi-band if and only 

if every element is an idempotent. 

A mulU-seηzz'latUce is a commutative multi-band. 

THEOREM 3.2. If 1 is a multi-band in which a is a zero,. then xy=min{x, y} , 

i.e. , each such mμ:!ti-band is a topological semilattice. 

PROOF. Since every element is an idempotent, by Lemma 2.2, it is readily 

shown that xy=x=yx whenever x드y， i.e. , xy=min{x, y}. 

LEMMA 3.3. Suppose 1 is a multi-band. If vEμν (μεμv) for all χ and v in 

I μ，zïh μ <v, then 

μvn(v， b] =口 (uvn [a, μ)=口).

PROOF. Let μ and v be in 1 with μ <v. For each xε [μ， b] , let uVx=x'. By 
hy pothesis, x드x'. Since x'ε [μ， bJ, x'드(xγ. Since μx is closed for each x, μx’ 

Cux. Then (x')'드x' so that (x')'=x'. Let A= {μxlxε [u, b]}. Dfine the functions 

f: [μ， b]-• A , g:A-• [u, b] 

via f(x)=ux and g(ux)=x'. Then h=gf is continuous and h2=h. Since h(μ)=μ 
and h(b)=b, h is a surjection. It follows that h(x)=x for all xε [μ， b] , and hence 

μVv=v， i. e. , μvn(v， b] =口.

As an immediate consequence to the above lemma, one may obtain the fol

lowing: 

THEOREM 3.4. If 1 is a multi-band sμch that x, yExy and xyn(x, y)= 口 for 

each x， yε1 with x -(y, then 1 is a multi-semilattice and 

xy= [x, y]. 
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THEOREM 3.5. If 1 z's a multt" -band sμch that xyn(x, y)~디 for e，αch x， yεI 

with x <y, then 1 is a multz"-semz'lattice and 

xy= [x, y]. 

PROOF. Let x, yε1 with x <y. Suppose [x, y] - xy~디 and Iet zε [x， y] -xy. 

Since z is in the open set 1 -xy, let (c, d) be the component containing z in 1 -xy. 

Since xy is cIosed, c, dεxy. Then cdCxy, and cdn(c, d)= 口. This is a contdra

diction. Therefore [x, y] ζxy. Since x, yεxy for each x, yε1， by using Theorem 

3.4, xy=[x, y]. 

In the foIIowing, some multi-semilattice operations on 1, other than those that 

ha ve been given, may be found. Let a <c <b. 

[x, y] (x, yε [a, c], x드y) 

(1) xy=yx= ~ {x, y} (x, yE[c, bJ) 

[x, c] U {y} (xε [a, c], yE [c, b]) 

[x, y] 

(2) 때=yx= min{x, y} 

[x, c] 

{x, y} 

(3) 째=yx= min {x, y} 

{x, c} 

(x， yε [a, c] , x드y) 

(x， yε [c, bJ) 

(xε [a， c] , yε[ι b]) 

(x， yε [a, cJ) 

(x， yε [c, b]) 

(xε [a, c] , yε [c, b]) 
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